
Enhancements to the 2011 Corporate Style Guide 



  Refresh our look without abandoning current fonts and colors 
  Take cues from new website design to extend brand 

consistency across platforms 
  Incorporate a new tagline 
  Use more eye-catching color 
  More attention to good typography 
  Use a common grid and content size across international paper 

sizes 
  Phase out the swoosh 



  Retain Gill Sans 
  Pay more attention to typography — Gill Sans needs finessing 
  Make it more contemporary with better use of type —  

large sizes, contrasts in weights, tighter kerning 



  Retain the current color palette 
  More variety in the use of color, less monochromatic design 
  Color-coded in concert with new website 



  Takes up significant space 
  Puts legalese in a superior position to logo and tagline 
  Visually too light, blends in with content 



  More compact 
  Hierarchical: Company name, addresses, website, legalese 
  Creates a visual conclusion to the document 



  www.alliedtelesis.com is a mouthful: 17 syllables 
  Our name is lost in the middle because of the consistent shape 

and rhythm of the Gill Sans letterforms 



  alliedtelesis.com is only 7 syllables 
  Unique graphic treatment of the identifier helps brand the 

website as a destination instead of an obligatory afterthought 



  The emphasis is now on our company name 



  Use contrasts in color and type weight to create visual 
robustness 

  Extend this design to product and service names 



  An over-used design element in innumerable company logos 
  Uses too much space 

Network companies that use curves and arcs to represent their Internet connection are 
being too vague, logowise. "The focus is sort of in the wrong place… They're designing the 

mark for the medium, not necessarily what the product or service is." 



Nike's swoosh is much beloved around the world, so much so that thousands and thousands 
and thousands of companies have adopted some version of a swoosh as their logo.  The 

problem? There is absolutely no differentiation between these logos - and differentiation is the 
number one requirement for effective branding.  Another problem is that swoosh logos look 

very dated - but not for Nike, of course. When it comes to a swoosh,  JUST DON'T DO IT!



  Retains the feeling of movement without overwhelming the 
page 

  Used in background instead of foreground — a supporting 
element rather than the star 

  We already use this graphic element 
  Evokes our corporate “DNA” 
  The old swoosh said “motion” in a generic way — new is more 

specific, says “networking” and “flow of data” 
  Evokes “the cloud” 



  Low contrast, monochromatic 
  Needs visual excitement for high tech solutions 



  Bolder use of 
typography 

  Larger product 
names 

  More photography 
  No swoosh means 

more room for text 
  Echoes the new 

website 



  Current designs require re-layout for conversion to different 
paper sizes 

  New grid allows one design to a common size, floating within 
different paper sizes 
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